
Wonder of the Day #1528

How Many Types of Triangles Are There?

 — MATH Geometry

Have You Ever Wondered...

How many types of triangles are there?

What is a right angle?

What is an isosceles triangle?

o you know your 

? Sure, if you see a 

, you probably can identify it, ? But what about those shapes with multiple

and lots of angles? Those can be a bit more difficult.

D shapes (http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-did-the-pretzel-get-its-

shape) circle (http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-many-degrees-are-

in-a-circle) right

sides (http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-does-a-round-camera-lens-produce-a-

rectangular-picture) 

How do you go about identifying 

? If you're like most kids learning the basics of , you

probably begin by counting the number of sides. For example, if you see a  with four
sides, what would it be? Depending upon the lengths of the 

, you've got either a  or a

.

shapes (http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-did-candy-

canes-get-their-shape) geometry

shape
sides

(http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/what-makes-a-pyramid) square

rectangle
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If you run across a  with three sides, what do you call it? If you said , you got it!
But what kind of  is it? Did you know that there's more than one type of ? It's
true! Thanks to the great minds of  over the ages, the simple three-sided 
has been further defined in a variety of ways.

shape triangle
triangle triangle

geometry triangle

In addition to three sides, every  also has three angles. Those three angles always
add up to 180º. Mathematicians have given triangles special names based upon how many
of those angles are .

triangle

equal

For example, an  has three  angles (and three  sides). Each
 in an  equals 60º, since three 60º angles would add up to 180º.

equilateraltriangle equal equal
angle equilateraltriangle

An  has two  angles (and two  sides). The angles can vary, as
long as two are . For example, a  with two 70º angles and one 40º  would
be an .

isoscelestriangle equal equal
equal triangle angle

isoscelestriangle

If you've been counting carefully, you know there's one more option. If a  doesn't have
two or three  angles, it could have  angles. These triangles, which also don't
have any  sides, are known as  triangles.

triangle
equal zeroequal

equal scalene

Can you believe that there are three different types of triangles? But wait…there's more!

weren't satisfied

with just three types of triangles. They also decided to classify triangles based upon the
type of angles inside the .

Geometryexperts (http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/who-invented-math) 

triangle

For example, a  with a , which is an  to 90º, is known as a
. Some triangles, however, have three angles that are all less than 90º. Such a

 is called an . A  can also have an  more than 90º. Those
triangles are called  triangles.

triangle rightangle angleequal
righttriangle
triangle acutetriangle triangle angle

obtuse

Of course, there can be even more varieties of triangles, because you can  the
names based upon their features. For example, if you have a  with angles of 45º, 45º,
and 90º, it would be a . It's a , because it has a 90º .
It's an  because it has two  angles of 45º.

combine
triangle

rightisoscelestriangle righttriangle angle
isoscelestriangle equal

So the next time you see a  with three sides, don't just shout " !" Instead, try to
figure out what kind of  it is.

shape triangle
triangle
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Keep WONDERing with us!
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SHAPE, SIDE, RIGHT, SQUARE,
EQUAL, ZERO, ANGLE, TRIANGLE,
ACUTE, RECTANGLE, FEATURE,
COMBINE, EQUILATERAL,
ISOSCELES, SCALENE, OBTUSE,
GEOMETRY, MATHEMATICIAN
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Wonder What's Next?

We believe you’ll think tomorrow’s Wonder of the Day is simply purr-fect!

Try It Out

From any angle, the following activities are really cool! Grab a friend or family member and

have fun exploring triangles:

Did you realize that you're surrounded by triangles? It's true! All you have to do is take a look
around. Better yet, ask an adult friend or family member to take you on a walk, bike ride, or a
drive around your neighborhood or town. Bring along a notebook, and write down every
example of a triangle you see. How many triangles can you spot?

Feeling crafty? Make a fun . Decorate it to make it look like any fish
you want! Or you can decorate it to make it look like a fish no one has ever seen before. Have
fun being creative with your triangle fish!

Triangle Fish Paper Craft

Can triangles be art? You bet they can! Check out  online to learn how to
make some fun pieces of art featuring terrific triangles!

Terrific Triangle Art
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